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Abstract
In this note we give a new construction of the N=2 superconformal
algebra using currents of the ane superalgebra bsl(2j1) and free
bosonic elds, and also the N=4 superconformal algebra without
central charge in terms of currents of bsl(2j2) and free bosonic elds.
0. Introduction
There seem to be several ways to construct the N=2 superconformal
algebra via ane Lie algebras or ane superalgebras by tensoring with
some fermionic or bosonic elds. In this note, rst we give a simple
method to construct it from the ane superalgebra bsl(2j1) with the
help of two free bosonic elds and their dual elds. This construction
is achieved by a calculus of the inner product and the structure of root
systems. A very particular feature is that the similar construction does
not work for bsl(3;C) to get a nite-rank algebra, but only gives an al-
gebra of innite rank just like the famous Zamolodchikov’s W-algebra.
For bsl(2j1), however, the operator product is well-behaved and gives a
family of nite elds, namely the N=2 superconformal algebra. We see
in this construction that the existence of odd simple roots with zero
square length play a very important role. So our calculus is not de-
scribed only by the terminology of root systems, but the inner product
is concerned.
Since the construction works so well for the simplest superalgebrabsl(2j1), one will naturally ask how to extend this method to get higher
rank superconformal algebras. It is not clear, however, whether super-
conformal algebras with elds of negative conformal weights are ex-
pected to be obtained in such a way associated to ane superalgebras.
It may be expected for physical superconformal algebras which, by def-
inition, do not admit elds of non-positive conformal weights and are
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completely classied by [5]. But actually the diculty arises soon in the
higher rank case to get a family of nite numbers of elds closed under
the operator product. In this note, we propose a way to construct the
N=4 superconformal algebra, although with zero central charge, asso-
ciated to the ane superalgebra bA(1; 1), namely the anization of the
nite-dimensional simple superalgebra sl(2j2) divided by its center. We
nd a family of nite elds which are almost closed under the operator
products, and an algebra of nite rank is obtained by factorizing this
vertex algebra by an ideal with a single generator. This procedure of
factorization, however, enforces us to retreat to the zero central charge.
1. Some formulas for operator products















Let g be a nite-dimensional simple superalgebra with an even non-
degenerate super-invariant super-symmetric bilinear form ( j ), and
g^ be its anization. Here \even" means, by denition, that the even
part of g is orthogonal to the odd part with respect to ( j ) (cf. [2]).
Let  be the set of all roots of g with respect to its Cartan subalgebra
h, and + (resp. −) the subset of  consisting of all positive (resp.
negative) roots. Also let even (resp. odd) denote the set of all even
(resp. odd) roots. As usual, for a root , X is an element from the
corresponding root space g, and H is the element in h satisfying
(h) = (Hjh) for all h 2 h.

































These elds are fermionic or bosonic according as the associated root 
is even or odd, and assumed to satisfy the (anti-)commutation relations
[ (m);  (n)] = (−1)
p()[ (n);  
(m)] = ;m+n;0;
(1.1)
where p() denotes the parity of a root , namely is equal to 0 if 
is even and 1 if  is odd. We extend   and   to negative roots by
 −(z) = (−1)p() (z) and  −(z) =  (z) for each positive root .
These relations are simply written as
 (z) = () 
−(z); (1.2a)
and
 (z) = (−1)p()() −(z); (1.2b)
for all roots , where
() :=
(
1 if  is positive
(−1)p() if  is negative:
For a positive root , the operators  (m) with m < 0 (resp. m  0)
and  (n) with n  0 (resp. n > 0) are assumed to be creation (resp.
annihilation) operators. Using the inner product
( j ) = ( j ) := ()+;0; (1.4a)
or equivalently
( j ) = (−1)
p()( j 
) := ;; (1.4b)






where ’(z) and  (z) are elements from  (z)’s and  (z)’s.





is called a current, where X(n)’s, n 2 Z, are elements in the anizationbg of g, satisfying the (anti-)commutation relation
[X(m); Y (n)] = [X; Y ](m+ n) +m(XjY )m+n;0K;
(1.6a)
where K is the canonical central element in bg.
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In this note, a(z), b(z), c(z);    , X(z), Y (z);    always stand for cur-
rents, and  (z), ’(z);    free elds with product (1.5), and p( ) denotes
the parity of a eld. We note that
p( ) = p( ) = p() + 1 mod 2Z: (1.7)
A very important tool in our operator calculus is the Wick theorem
in particular for non-commutative elds, a clear explanation on which
is given, e.g., in Section 3.3 of [4]. Here is a list of formulas obtained
from the non-commutative Wick theorem, which will be used in this
paper.























































: ’(w) (w) :
(z − w)2
+






f[x; y](w) : ’(w) (w) : +(’j ) : X(w)Y (w) :g ;
(1.9)
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(−1)p(X)p(’) : X(z)’(z) :: Y (w)Z(w) :






























’(w)[[X; Y ]; Z](w)
(z − w)2
+





’(w) : [X; Y ](w)Z(w) : +
(−1)p(X)p(Y )
z − w
’(w) : Y (w)[X;Z](w) :;
(1.10)
(−1)p(Y )(p(’1)+p(’2)) : X(z)’1(z)’2(z) :: Y (w) (w) :




























: ’1(w)’2(w) (w) :
(z − w)2
+











: X(w)Y (w) : ’1(w)
z − w

















In particular from (1.8) and (1.9) one deduces the following:
Lemma 1.1. Let ;  2  such that  +  6= 0, then
: X(z) 




[X; X](w) :  
(w) (w) : :
Lemma 1.2. Let H 2 h and X 2 g and X− 2 g− such that
[X; X−] = H; then






























f(XjX−)K :  




f: X(w)X−(w) : +H(w) :  
(w) (w) : +(XjX−)K : @ 
(w) (w) :g :
(3)
2. The N=2 superconformal algebra associated to bsl(2j1)
In this section we start our discussion under a general situation,
where g is a simple Lie superalgebra with an even non-degenerate super-









Given a pair (, ) of roots such that
(the linear span of  and ) \ = f;;( + )g;
(2.3)
we introduce the following elds:
G+(z) := X(z) 
(z) +X−(z) 
−(z);
G−(z) := X(z) 
(z) +X−(z) 
−(z);
A(z) := Kf(−1)p()() :  (z) (z) : −(−1)
p()() :  (z) (z) :g
+H(z)−H(z);
B(z) := Kf(−1)p()() : @ (z) (z) : −(−1)
p()() :  (z)@ (z) :g
+ : X(z)X−(z) : + : X(z)X−(z) : −@H(z)
+H(z) :  
(z) (z) : +H(z) :  
(z) (z) :
+ (−1)p()p()c;f(−1)
p() : X+(z) 
(z) (z) :
− (−1)p()()() : X−−(z) (z) (z) :g:
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In the actual calculation of operator products of elds, one needs the










c−;+ = −()c; :
(2.4)
Then, by Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2, one easily has the following:
Lemma 2.1.













And the following is shown by a simple calculation using (1.8),(1.9)
and (1.10):
(2.5a) A(z) : X(w) 
(w) :





(2.5b) A(z) : X−(w) 
−(w) :





(2.6a) A(z) : X(w) 
(w) :





(2.6b) A(z) : X−(w) 
−(w) :





From these, one has the following:
Lemma 2.2. Assume that (j) = (j) = 0, (j) = 1, and () =










We now proceed to compute the operator product of B(z) with
G(z). After a long and tiresome calculation using (1.9), (1.10) and
(1.11), one arrives at the following:
(2.7a) B(z) : X(w) 
(w) :

























































: X−(w) (w) (w) 
(w) :;
(2.7b) B(z) : X−(w) 
−(w) :
















































(w) (w) (w) :;
(2.8a) B(z) : X(w) 
(w) :

























































: X−(w) (w) 
(w) (w) :;
(2.8b) B(z) : X−(w) 
−(w) :
















































(w) (w) (w) : :
Looking at the above formulas, one sees that all of the extra terms
cancel out and disappear if the conditions (j) = (j) = 0, (j) =
1, and () = () = 1 and c; = 1 are satised, and has the following:
Lemma 2.3. Assume that (j) = (j) = 0, (j) = 1, and () =
() = 1 and c; = 1. Then


















The other products A(z)A(w), A(z)B(w) and B(z)B(w) are ob-
tained from the above Lemmas by using the Borcherds-Jacobi identity









for mutually local elds a(z) =
P
n2Z a(n)z

























B if n = 0;
A if n = 1;
−2K if n = 2;




B − @A if n = 0;
−A if n = 1;
−2K if n = 2;
0 if n  3;
A(n)G = −G(n)A =
(
(K + 1)G if n = 0;
0 if n  1;
B(n)G+ =
8><>:
(K + 1)@G+ if n = 0;
(K + 1)G+ if n = 1;
0 if n  2;
G+(n)B =
(
0 if n = 0 or n  2;
(K + 1)G+ if n = 1;
B(n)G− = G−(n)B =
8><>:
(K + 1)@G− if n = 0;
2(K + 1)G− if n = 1;
0 if n  2:
So, by (2.9) applied to a = G+ and b = G−, one has
[G+(0); G−(n)] = B(n);
[G+(1); G−(n)] = B(n+1) +A(n);
and, using these, can compute A(n)A, A(n)B, B(n)A and B(n)B; e.g.,
B(n)A = G+(0)G−(n)A+G−(n)G+(0)A =
8>><>>:
(K + 1)@A if n = 0;
(K + 1)A if n = 1;
2K(K + 1) if n = 2;
0 if n  3:






































Summing up the above, one obtains the following :
Theorem 2.1. Let f1; 2g (resp. f_1 ; 
_
2 g) be the set of simple roots
(resp. simple coroots) of the Lie superalgebra sl(2j1) such that













where ( j ) is the super-invariant super-symmetric bilinear form. Choose
X 2 g, for each root , satisfying the conditions (2.1), (2.2) and
c1;2 = 1, where Hi = 
_
i . Then the elds
G0(z) := X1(z) 
1(z) +X−2(z) 
−2(z);
G0(z) := X−1(z) 
−1(z) +X2(z) 
2(z);
A(z) := K f− :  1(z) 1(z) : + :  
2(z) 2(z) :g+ (H1 −H2)(z);





f: Xi(z)X−i(z) : + : Hi(z) 
i(z) i(z) :g
− @Hi(z)+ : X1+2(z) 
1(z) 2(z) : − : X−1−2(z) 1(z) 2(z) :
satisfy the following product formulas:

































































































where h_ = 1 is the dual Coxeter number of bg = bsl(2j1), one can
rewrite the above into the the standard product formulas of the N=2








































































































G(z)G(w) = G(z)G(w) = 0:
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3. The centerless N=4 superconformal algebra via bA(1; 1)
Let us consider the superalgebra sl(2j2) with simple roots  =
f1; 2; 3g and Chevalley generators (ei; fi; _i )i=1;2;3, satisfying
(h_i ; ji)i;j=1;2;3 =
0@0 1 01 −2 1
0 1 0
1A : (3.1)
The algebra sl(2j2) has a super-invariant super-symmetric bilinear form








0@0 1 01 −2 1
0 1 0
1A : (3.2)
From this, one sees that sl(2j2) is not simple, since the Cartan matrix
(3.1) is singular of rank 2, or in other words, the inner product dened
by (3.2) is degenerate, and that _1 −
_
3 spans the center. The quotient
simple superalgebra sl(2j2)=C  (_1 − _3 ) is called A(1; 1). Its Cartan
subalgebra h is, therefore, 2-dimensional, and each i naturally denes
a linear form on h, which is also denoted by i using the same charac-
ters. Under this notation, the induced inner product on the dual space
h satises
((ijj))i;j=1;2;3 =
0@0 1 01 −2 1
0 1 0
1A : (3.3)
For simplicity, we write (m1;m2;m3) in place of
P3
i=1mii, and also
−(m1;m2;m3) in place of −
P3
i=1mii. Then the sets 
+, +even and
+odd of roots of A(1; 1) are given as follows:
+even = f(0; 1; 0); (1; 1; 1)g;
+odd = f(1; 0; 0); (0; 0; 1); (1; 1; 0); (0; 1; 1)g;
+ = +even [
+
odd:
We note that the square length of a root  is equal to −2 if  = 2,
2 if  = (1; 1; 1), and 0 if  is odd. For each root  = (m1;m2;m3)
we choose a root vecter X = X(m1;m2;m3) in such a way that
e(1;1;0) := [e1; e2]; e(0;1;1) := [e2; e3]; e(1;1;1) := [e1; e(0;1;1)] = [e(1;1;0); e3];
f(1;1;0) := [f1; f2]; f(0;1;1) := [f2; f3]; f(1;1;1) := [f1; f(0;1;1)] = [f(1;1;0); f3]:
We now consider the anization bA(1; 1), and the following elds:




G1(z) := −X−(1;1;0)(z) 
−1(z) +X(0;0;1)(z) 
3(z);
G2(z) := X(1;0;0)(z) 
1(z)−X−(0;1;1)(z) 
−3(z);
G2(z) := −X−(1;0;0)(z) 
−1(z) +X(0;1;1)(z) 
3(z);
A1(z) := K f:  
3(z) 3(z) : − :  
1(z) 1(z) :g − 
_
2 (z);
A2(z) := K f:  
3(z) 3(z) : − :  
1(z) 1(z) :g+ 
_
2 (z);
B1(z) := K f:  
3(z)@ 3(z) : − : @ 
1(z) 1(z) :g
− : X(1;1;0)(z)X−(1;1;0)(z) : + : X(0;0;1)(z)X−(0;0;1)(z) :
− : (_1 + 
_
2 )(z) 




+ @_3 (z)+ : X(1;1;1)(z) 
1(z) 3(z) : + : X−(1;1;1)(z) 1(z) 3(z) :;
B2(z) := K f:  
3(z)@ 3(z) : − : @ 
1(z) 1(z) :g
− : X(1;0;0)(z)X−(1;0;0)(z) : − : X(0;1;1)(z)X−(0;1;1)(z) :
− : (_2 + 
_
3 )(z) 




+ @(_2 + 
_
3 )(z)+ : X(1;1;1)(z) 
1(z) 3(z) : + : X−(1;1;1)(z) 1(z) 3(z) : :
Then Theorem 2.1 applied to each quadruplet (Gi; G

i ; Ai; Bi), i =

















































One also has the following:
















; f2(z)G2(w) = 0; (3.8a)
f2(z)G

















































The operator products Gi(z)G

j(w) for i 6= j are obtained from

















fe2(w) (:  
3(w) 3(w) : − :  
1(w) 1(w) :)













ff2(w) (:  
1(w) 1(w) : − :  
3(w) 3(w) :)
− : X(1;0;0)(w)X−(1;1;0)(w) : − : X(0;0;1)(w)X−(0;1;1)(w) :g:
(3.11c)
We now introduce the eld
D(z) := B1(z)−B2(z) + @
_
2 (z)
=: X(1;0;0)(z)X−(1;0;0)(z) : + : X(0;1;1)(z)X−(0;1;1)(z) :
− : X(1;1;0)(z)X−(1;1;0)(z) : − : X(0;0;1)(z)X−(0;0;1)(z) :
+ _2 (z) (:  
3(z) 3(z) : − :  







f: X(1;1;0)(w)X−(1;0;0)(w) : + : X(0;1;1)(w)X−(0;0;1)(w) :
+ e2(w) (:  
1(w) 1(w) : − :  




f: X(1;0;0)(w)X−(1;1;0)(w) : + : X(0;0;1)(w)X−(0;1;1)(w) :
+ f2(w) (:  
3(w) 3(w) : − :  
1(w) 1(w) :)g: (3.13b)
Let ~A be the vertex algebra generated by Gi, G

i (i = 1; 2), e2, f2,
_2 , and I its ideal generated by D, and we consider the vertex algebra
A := ~A=I. Then, by (3.13a) and (3.13b), the third terms in the right-






















As a cost of this ideal I, we have to assume henceforward that K =
0, since otherwise Gi and G

i belong to I and the vertex algebra A
collapses. Then
A1 = −A2 = −
_
2 ; (3.14)
and all other products are computed from (3.4) (3.11’) by the Borcherds-









h(z) := −_2 (z); e(z) := −e2(z); f(z) := f2(z);












































; for F = Gi; G

i ;
h(z)G1(w) = −G1(z)h(w) =
G1(w)
z − w






h(z)G2(w) = −G2(z)h(w) =
−G2(w)
z − w














e(z)G2(w) = −G2(z)e(w) =
G1(w)
z − w
; e(z)G2(w) = G

2(z)e(w) = 0;
f(z)G1(w) = −G1(z)f(w) =
G2(w)
z − w
; f(z)G1(w) = G

1(z)f(w) = 0;
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